Crochet

Simple Leaf Appliqué
This Simple Leaf is also based upon a dc circle and consists of only two rounds of stitching!
They only take a minute to make, and you can sew them onto potholders, scarves, purses,
anything you can imagine!

This appliqué is made to be worked in medium weight yarn and a size I or J hook, and
will measure approximately 2” long. You’ll find a helpful diagram of the first three
rounds after the abbreviations key.

Abbreviations and Terms used in this Pattern:
Beg beginning (as in, “sc in beg chain” – single crochet in the chain at the beginning of this
portion).
Ch chain
Dc double crochet
Hdc Half double crochet, in which the stitch is begun as a standard dc, but after inserting
hook and yarning over, all loops are taken off at once, forming a stitch slightly taller than a
sc.
Lsc long single crochet, in which the hook is inserted below the normal space, to a previous
round, resulting in a very long post which covers previous single crochets and double
crochets (depending on the situation).
Picot small decorative bump made by making a chain, then going back to a loop a few
chains back (the pattern determines how many), inserting your hook, yarning over and pulling
through a sl st to join and form the bump
Prev

previous

Rnd

round

Sep

separated

Sl st slip stitch (running your thread through some work to get to a new place without
changing the shape of the work; or, attaching to a stitch with just a loop pulled through)
Sp

space formed in your work, usually on a previous round

St stitch

Instructions:
Ch 1, tighten to form a knot. Ch 2, join to form a small ring.
Rnd 1: ch 3, dc 10 times in ring, join.
Rnd 2: ch 4 (takes the place of a tc, (tc, dc) in dc, 2 hdc in dc, 2 sc in dc, (sc,hdc) in dc, (2
dc,tc) in dc, ch 2, join to top of last tc worked to form small point or “picot”, (tip of leaf
made), (tc, 2 dc) in dc, (hdc, sc) in dc, 2 sc in dc, 2 hdc in dc, (dc, 2 tc) in last dc, join to top
of beg ch-4. Ch 5 to form stem, tie off and weave end through work.

Thank you for purchasing my patterns!

To see more, visit www.susanlinnstudio.etsy.com
See my crochet patterns for your Kindle on Amazon .

